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Hello, my name is Tami Buckman and I am a UX Designer. The U and the X in UX designer stand for user experience. I’d like to share with you what it’s like to be a UX designer and I hope to hear from you what you think of that type of job. I hope you will have some questions for me at the end of my presentation.



UX Designer
Hi! I’m a

User Experience Designer

My Career Journey

Art Graphic Design UX Design

13 years
print and web design

logos, posters, websites

11 years
designs for apps 

and websites      
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I have been working in technology design for more than 20 years and my interest in a career as a UX Designer started when I was about your age. When I was in school my favorite subject was art and I remember asking my high school art teacher how I could continue to make art as my job one day. She suggested I check out Graphic Design. So my career started with my love of art, which led me to work as a Graphic Designer for about 10 years and that led to a career as a UX designer for 10 more years. 

As a graphic designer I created logos, posters, websites and added art to many different technology products. As a UX designer I apply similar design skills but all of the designs I create are all in the digital world…. No more things like printed books, posters and brochures. All of my designs are viewed on a phone or screen only.



ART    UX     IT

User Experience

UX is at the intersection of art and technology

User Experience Designers use their expertise 
to create art in digital environments.

If you like art and technology 
UX Design may be for you!
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Raise your hand if you like art.
Raise your hand if you like technology.
Raise your hand if you like both art and technology.
User Experience Design is a job that is a mix of art and technology. UX designers create art and design screens for technology products such as websites and mobile phone apps.

It is called UX or User Experience design because all of the art we create is for users of technology so we have to make sure what we are creating works well for the users. Let’s say you were designing the interface for an app that would allow teenagers to create short dance videos with their friends. Let’s say you were signing a banking app for your grandparents to be able to manage their bills and money. Those 2 technology products would have a very different look and feel. What looks good to a teenager is different than what looks good to an older adult. A UX designer gets to know their users so that their designs work well for the intended user. 



What does a UX Designer do?
Designs the screens (visuals) for a technology product such as a website or app.   
Translates the user’s needs into step by step digital interfaces.

Click Here

Digital Product

Click Here

Digital Product

Click 
Here

Digital 
Product
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So What does a UX Designer do?
A UX designer Designs the screens (visuals) for a technology product such as a website or app.
A UX Designer Translates the user’s needs into step by step digital interfaces.
A lot of times we have to make sure what we create works well on a small screen of a phone and a larger presentation size like on a wide computer monitor.



SOCIAL 
SCIENCES

ENGLISH

What Subjects in School 
Do I Need for This Job?

ART
MATH

TECHNOLOGY
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The are many subjects in school that are useful in my job today. Of course art and technology classes are key but also math, English and social sciences. UX designers give a lot of presentations and have to explain in detail how the art they have created on the screens will work well for users. UX designers learn what will work well for users by understanding social science. We learn a lot about the age, habits, preferences and learning abilities of our users for each different project we create. We use math to create art in pixels and to understand sizes for different computer monitors and screen sizes of smart phones.



Education

VCU School of the Arts
BFA: Graphic Design

Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA)
Masters Degree: UX Design

Lots of Art Classes!
HIGH SCHOOL

COLLEGE

GRAD SCHOOL

4 Years

2 Years
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In middle school and high school I took extra art classes. I went to VCU to study art. After 4 years I had a bachelor’s degree in Communication Arts and Design. In 2020 I went to grad school for 2 more years and got a masters degree in User Experience design.



Tools I Use Everyday

Software 

Figma 
(prototyping)

Miro 
(virtual whiteboard)

Adobe Photoshop
(create graphics)

Sketchbook / Pencil / Pens Mac Laptop
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The main tool that I use everyday is my sketchbook and a pen. Before I get on the computer I generate a lot of ideas for designs quickly by drawing them in my sketchbook. I also have a Mac laptop with software like Miro, Figma and Photoshop. I use Miro to brainstorm ideas with my colleagues: it is a virtual whiteboard so we can sketch and take notes together. Figma is an application to make what is known as a prototype. A prototype is a simulation of what the designs will look like on a smart phone or different computer monitor sizes. The prototype allows us to get feedback from users on many design options without needing a computer programmer (developer) to actually code it yet. I use Photoshop to create graphics. Have any of you used Miro, Figma or Photoshop before?



How We Work

UX

DEVBUSINESS

Needs / Problem      Designs        Code
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When I go to work everyday I am on a team with different types of people. I have colleagues whose job it is to come up with the idea for a website or app. They define the needs or the problem we need to solve. Then the designers like me come into the project and start to create the art that could solve that problem. After the art or visual designs are set, the project tasks move on the developers (computer programmers) to make the code to make the designs interactive on phones and computers. So the business, Designers and developers work closely together. 



We Ask a lot of Questions

Where might the user have problems?

What are they trying to do?

Who is using this app?

How should someone feel when using this product?

When should this app be used?
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In addition to being creative, Designers have to be curious people. We ask a lot of questions everyday at work. We ask questions like Who is using this app?
What are they trying to do?
When should this app be used?
Where might the user have problems?
How should someone feel when using this product?
We ask all these questions throughout the design process to ensure the designs will work well for our users. 



to Map Out Steps of a Process

UX Designers Make User Flow Diagrams
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Here are some specific things that UX designers make at work. We create a lot of flow diagrams to plan out the steps of a digital product. We have to plan out screen by screen and button by button how all of the steps of a digital product work together and all the different ways users may click through the app.



UX Designers Make Sketches
to Generate Many Options for Screen Layouts
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We make sketches of screen layouts so we can quickly explore many ideas. This illustration shows how even just black and white drawings can communicate ideas.



to Make Sure the Screens are Intuitive

UX Designers Make Low Fidelity Wireframes
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After we have explored ideas by sketching we can start to build screens on the computer. We start with just black and white to get the flow of the screens. We don’t add any color yet. We can review these screens with the business and developers to make sure we are on the right track.



to Test a Design with Actual Users Before Developers Start to Code 

UX Designers Make Clickable Prototypes
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Then in Figma we can add color and make everything look like a real app. We haven’t asked the computer programmers to code anything yet but we can make everything look realistic and test the screens with actual users.



Where UX Designers Work

Manufacturing 

Government

Healthcare

Travel

Everywhere and Anywhere 
Websites and Applications are Created!

Finance

Hospitality

Human Resources

Software

IT
Entertainment

Gaming
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For the past 11 years I have worked as a digital designer for healthcare companies: designing apps and software that doctors, nurses and patients use. UX Designers can work at a wide variety of companies: any company that creates apps and websites. You may like to be a UX Designer at a gaming company, or for a travel company or at a finance company. There are so many different companies that need UX Designers.



Real World Projects 
E-commerce Shopping Website
Customers putting products in 
their shopping cart but not 
completing the purchase

Medical Business Software
100s of online documents created by 
staff who review payment requests 
for medical procedures were being 
left in Draft state
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Here are some real world examples of problems that UX Designers solve at work:
E-commerce Shopping Website: Customers putting products in their shopping cart but not completing the purchase. UX Designers can analyze the screens of that experience and redesign them to be more successful.

Medical Business Software: 100s of online documents created by staff who review payment requests for medical procedures were being left in Draft state. UX Designers can try to figure why that is happening and change the screens of the software to work better for the users.



Do You Want to be a UX Designer?
Do You Enjoy...

 Problem Solving DrawingGraphic Design

Technology

Communication

Collaboration
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Hopefully today I’ve inspired you to think a little more about what it would be like to work as a user experience designer. If you enjoy Problem Solving, Graphic Design, Drawing, Technology, and Communication this may be a great career for you!




